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Introduction to
activate prior

knowledge.

Everything isEverything is
  planned for you!planned for you!

  

Step-by-step directions
for each activity.

Objectives
written in

kid-friendly
language.

Daily extension
activities, including

ASL instruction.

Real-life
photos to
generate

discussion.

Sorts,
poems,
carpet
games,

and more! 

  days
days
  of lessons!

of lessons!
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  Songs & PoemsSongs & Poems  

  interactive

interactive

songs & poems

songs & poems
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And MORE!And MORE!
  

  Games & ActivitesGames & Activites  

Grid Games
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Concept Sorts

Carpet Games

Bingo

  engaging
engaging

games & activities

games & activities
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Student Polls

And MORE!And MORE!
  

Rhyming Practice

Labeling
a Picture
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Peek-A-Boo
Cards

Emergent LiteracyEmergent Literacy

  

literacy activities

literacy activities
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Center ActivitiesCenter Activities
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  math, lite
racy,

math, lite
racy,

working
working

memory
memory  

AND MORE!

AND MORE!
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Vibrant PhotosVibrant Photos
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  OverOver
  

100100
  

  Full Color Photos

Full Color Photos
  



I love these! I am working on buying all of the unit packs.
They are fun and have many different activities. They

pictures are bright, beautiful, and real life. My kiddos love the
pocket chart games. - Amanda H.

TestimonialsTestimonials
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I can't get enough of these
packs. The song boards
and carpet games, the

pictures and the activities.
They are consistent for my

students so they get the
repetition. I absolutely
recommend this pack. 

- Nicole C.

This is a great resource. My
Kinders really enjoyed the
pictures, which prompted
them to ask many open

ended questions, which than
lead to inquires and

wonders. Thank you again ,
such a great resource. 

- Dolce B.

Units classroom

Units classroom

tested by over

tested by over

teachers!
teachers!17,00017,000



playtolearnpreschool.us

Have fun playing andHave fun playing and
learning with your students!learning with your students!
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Meet Jamie
Jamie is the founder and C.E.O of Play to
Learn Preschool. She has her bachelor's
degree in Early Childhood Education and a
master's degree in reading education. She
has taught in both public and private schools
and works tirelessly to create meaningful and
delightful preschool experiences for both her
virtual and in-person preschool students. 

Additional Resources:

@playtolearnps Play to Learn 
Preschool
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